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Health and fitness metrics tracked using QS 
tools

ROCKET FUEL: “QUANTIFIED SELF” DIGITAL TOOLS A CPG MARKETING OPPORTUNITY



Most users consider the use of the QS has 
had a positive impact on their lives.

ROCKET FUEL: “QUANTIFIED SELF” DIGITAL TOOLS A CPG MARKETING OPPORTUNITY



Measure physiological data over a period of 
two years, use, and profit statement



Start and evolution

 Former elite athlete 25 years ago (weight 79kg form)

 Stopping the sport for 20 years

 August 2013 : back to sport with the practice of Stand Up 
Paddle (106kg weight)

Mid-August 2013 acquisition of a first Smart Body Analyzer, 
from iHealth

 September 2013, test of endurance and Vo2Max, to define 
properly my areas of HR frequencies in Cressy (HUG)

 Buying a Polar watch and H7 chest-strap Heart Rate Sensor

 October 2013 enrollment in a Fitness

 January 2014 purchase of a watch and belts measuring 
heart rate (sport)



Start and evolution

 February 2014 purchase of a connected watch BASIS

May 2014 Using a calorie counter MyFitnessPal.com

 June 2014 purchase of a new connected scale TANITA 
BC 610 (I felt that iHealth was not accurate enough at 
measuring body fat index).

 July 2014 using Endomondo, an application measuring 
sports performance.

 In late July 2014, new endurance test with HUG (great 
progression Vo2Max) / 82kg.

 End of 2015 I bought a Fénix3 whatch

 Beginning 2016 I bought a Withings WS 30







Endurance test Cressy- HUG Septembre
2013



“I can feel the 

force of the 

Quantified self”



Body Index measured at the HUG



Statement on the use of the SBA TANITA BC 
601 (and Withings WS 30)

 Tanita have 2 points of measurement by 
induction of the body index (hands and 
feet)

 Tanita give a more relevant measures 
than the iHealth, but there is also some 
big difference in the fat (3-4%) with the 
SBA from Withings

 Tanita is not connected to the internet 
(Withings & iHeatlh are)

 Tanita have a body index software which 
provide a better interpretation of the 
data

 But It remains quite a lot of 
inconsistencies in the measurements of 
the percentages of the different body 
indexes



Sometime it brings some really surprising 
results



Are the tools, such Smart Body Analyzers 
(Withings, Tanita, iHealth ), able to 

"distinguish“ the difference in the type of Fat 
%...





Calorie counter, food journal and exercise 
| MyFitnessPal.com



But there is not democracy in QS 
predisposition



Basis watch and measurements



Findings on the use of the BASIS watch

 The heart rate measurement is very 
uncertain (interval measures not very 
convincing, several seconds).

 Measure sports, inadequate for this 
model

 Measurement of skin temperature, 
difficult to assess
Measurement of calories consumed, 
seems not os accurate

 Measuring the quality of sleep, the 
system is not as smart as it claims ... it 
does not identify the difference 
between a sleep state and being lie 
down. It does not always identify the 
wake up phases during sleep



Identifying sleep disorders: few sensors on 
the wrist, cannot do the job properly ;)



Using Endomondo to QS my training



What is the risk of not measuring HR ?

Affecting the digestive system

Increased cortisol levels

Production of cytokine

Weakening of immune defenses



Understanding how your body is fueled is 
not that easy… 



Endurance test in Cressy- HUG, 30 July 
2014



Using Garmin Fénix3, with the Scosche rhythm+ 
armband

Ok, the failure in that measurement is quite obvious for us, but what about the application 
which cannot identify such problem… and do not allow to modify the data… so I’m forced to 
transmit that data over the internet… without to have a idea of how that data can be 
interpreted by a third party… algorithm…







Using Garmin Fénix3, with the Garmin chest-strap
Heart Rate Sensor



Regular blood 
pressure 

measurements… 
is providing you 

an historic of your 
blood pressure 

that you can talk 
about with your 
doctor.. It do not 

make you a 
doctor ;)





“The user 
awareness is the 

key point of QS, he 
have to understand 
the meaning of the 
data collected and 

the limits of the 
sensors”



“But I fell a great 

disturbance in 

the Force”



But data are not generate only by 
wearables…



Smartphone claims that you cannot use the data for 
health purpose, but they might sell it under health 
purpose



Smartphone claims that you cannot use the data for 
health purpose, but they might sell it under health 
purpose



Lot of sensitives data transmitted and covered by 
ambiguous and hypocrites ToS



Data processing and 
mining by the 

algorithms: the 
result we get today, 

might differ from 
analysis which will be 

made in 5 years, 
because it will be 

based on the same 
data, but with use of 

more efficient 
algorithms, user is 

not aware of that 

Source du slide: LGS Foundation 2016 Conference by M. Huntley, .and J. Milder



The police will be able to constantly check your 
car speed based on your smartphone data

Source du slide: LGS Foundation 2016 Conference by M. Huntley, .and J. Milder



In 2014, Withings and AXA announced a 
partnership which offers AXA customers a free 
Withings Pulse 

Source: www.rudebaguette.com/2014/06/02/reduce-health-insurance-bill-tracking-steps-wearables/



Data From Our Wearables Is Now Courtroom 
Fodder



Measure cannot yet taken into account the 
real specificity of our body

Source du slide: LGS Foundation 2016 Conference by M. Huntley, .and J. Milder



But DNA do not make «Direct-to-consumer 
genetic testing» accurate…

Source : www.raps.org/Regulatory-Focus/News/2015/11/09/23563/FDA-Warns-Three-Companies-Over-DTC-Genetic-Tests/

FDA Warns Three Companies Over DTC Genetic Tests



Reliability of the data collected, the participatory 
model



Users evaluate the quality of the 
technologies they are using



The dark side of the Data Healthcare



The dark side 
of the 

Healthcare 
data



Undisclosed attack type: nearly 50% of 
healthcare breaches (2001-2015) / IBM



How the risk in mitigating and in healthcare 
connected data ?



Security issues seen in the field: Granular location 
and personal tracking & personal data in clear text

 Most of the self-tracking services that we looked at required or 
offered online cloud-based service components for which users 
have to create an account for in order to use. Whenever there are 
user accounts, user names and passwords are never far away so 
we were interested to see how the different services handled 
sensitive information such as login credentials.



Transmission of tracking & personal data in 
clear text

We were disappointed to find that out of all the 
apps that we looked at that required user logins, 20 
percent of them transmitted user login credentials in 

clear text, meaning no attempt is made to encrypt 
the passwords at all. 

1000 mètres



How many of you.. Especially doctors and QS 
start up, are implementing such program..?

Source: www.softwareadvice.com/medical/industryview/hipaa-breaches-report-2015/



“You must 

unlearn what 

you have 

learned”



Privacy By Design
An user centric process instead as user as a 

product

Source: http://prov.vic.gov.au/



Personal e-health systems are designed to 
be used by the citizens themselves to 
acquire, store, and manage personal health 
data. 

Source: www.carre-project.eu/privacy-by-design-in-personal-e-health-systems

http://www.carre-project.eu/privacy-by-design-in-personal-e-health-systems


“If no mistake 

have you made, 

yet losing you 

are … a different 

game you should 

play”



Thanks for your attention
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